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Are you looking for a camera scanner or scan to pdf converter? 
This camera scanner could be the choice to stop you from searching it furthermore! This Smart scanner pdf converter can meet all your needs and can help you extract PDFâ€™s of scanned copies anytime anywhere. Hurry up to get this scanner app! 

Camera Scanner - PDF document scanner app is a tool that helps you to scan documents anytime anywhere. Also, this DocScan is a smart scanner app that turns your phone camera into a PDF scanner or PDF maker. You can scan your photos and documents including ID card, reports, invoice, legal documents and can convert the scanned documents to pdf files.

Everything that you need you can scan to PDF, through this pdf scanner as this PDF camera scanner is useful for everyone around the world who has to deal with any type of physical or digital documents. 

Whether you are a businessman, student, employee, this all doc scanner application is must have for your phone. Moreover, this digital scanner makes your official work go smooth and clear. Now, you can save your time and money to be consumed using printing machines just download this doc scanner and compile your important documents by taping once.

This all document scanner enables you to digitize any physical document by taking snapshots and converting to pdf. The flashlight feature helps you to scan documents in dim light by simply taking picture of them. Also, you can edit any scanned document, scanned Image or auto-crop image with smart cropping feature of convert to pdf tool.

Scan To PDF
Scan documents for free and convert to PDF with the comfort of your mobile phone. With camera scan, you can easily scan image to text, doc, Book, receipt QR code and CNIC to pdf.

Text Extract from images
Using this Image to text scanner, take a snapshot with the phone camera or select an image from the gallery and extract text from the image with (OCR). After the text extraction you can copy, share and save text file and can convert it into pdf.

Document Scanner â€“ Document Viewer
In the doc scan module, take a photo from the camera, edit and enhance it adding watermark, digital signature then apply effects to the document and convert this scanned document into pdf file.
Also, you can share this file online with anyone you want.

ID Card Scanner
Scan your ID cards, Passport, add watermark and signature on your CNIC and also convert to a pdf file.

QR code Scanner
The QR scanner is the most powerful tool in the camera scanner app that can scan barcodes & read QR codes easily. This QR code reader uses your phone camera to scan and recognize all types of codes.Also, it supports all types of QR code formats.

PDF Viewer
Pdf viewer and pdf scanner helps when you need to scan multiple documents, using your phone. Scan document with just one tap on a camera document scanner. This Pdf reader helps you read pdf files by zoom in /out function and you can also share pdf files with anyone.

PDF compressor
If you have less space in your phone minimize size of large pdf files with a pdf compressor in a single tap and free up space from your phone.

PDF Merger
Create and Merge different files in a single pdf file with just one tap. After merging, get the file saved in the saved files folder.
You can merge five pdf files at a time.

Add Signature
Doc Scan tool allows you to add signature on pdf file by yourself or by importing signature from the gallery. Design a digital signature on various documents with your finger.

Key features of Camera scanner - Document Reader
â€¢	Quick and fast phone scanner 
â€¢	QR code scanner for all QR code formats
â€¢	Merge, compress and add signature feature
â€¢	Image text extractor
â€¢	Unlimited Docx scans
â€¢	Flash light feature to scan doc in low light
â€¢	No internet Docx scanner
â€¢	Scanned documents sharing option
â€¢	Search document from recent files or all files folder
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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September 21, 2022
It a very great app , you guys did avery good workðŸ‘¨ðŸ�¾â€�ðŸ”§ðŸ‘©â€�ðŸ”§ðŸ‘�ðŸ‘� even though my phone camera is too low but you made it suitable to work together with your App by clearly scanning my documents you better keep it upðŸ‘�ðŸ‘�ðŸ‘�.
5 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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November 26, 2023
Document scanner & PDF scanner is the best for scanning documents viewing pdf and also converts text documents to pdf with ease guys i advice you go for this application
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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April 17, 2023
Excellent App functional with many capabilities and the best of all is NO tracking, thus privacy is preserved.
3 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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